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Key features 

Monitor availability of 

ODBC connections 

Check results to key 

queries & alert if 

outside limits 

Monitor SQL Server 

locking 

Log or automatically 

terminate blocking 

connections 

Check system & 

database performance 

& available disk space 

Monitor Event Logs and 

SQL Server log files for 

errors 

Automatic responses 

Real-time alerts & 

notifications  

Web reporting built-in 

Compatible with Sentry-

go Plus! components 

 

Databases such as SQL Server are key 

to the success of many systems. The 

data they store is often in constant 

use, 24 x 7, from many different 

applications and so ensuring efficient 

access is maintained is of paramount 

importance. 

The Sentry-go Quick SQL Server 

Monitor provides you with the ability 

to ensure just that. By automating the 

monitoring of your SQL Servers & 

databases, you can continue your 

own work be safe in the knowledge 

that no matter what time of day, 

you’ll be informed if issues are 

detected. 

Central to this are the ODBC 

availability and SQL query checks.  

With these, you can continually 

ensure your databases are not only 

running and accessible, but delivering 

the data you need at a speed you’d 

expect. If the query fails or returns an 

unexpected result, take automatic 

action or notify the DBA immediately.  

Alongside this is the lock monitor, 

with its ability to detect & potentially 

resolve locking issues that are 

preventing your systems from 

functioning totally automatically.   

Full details, including the offending 

SQL are logged, giving the DBA all the 

information needed to resolve the 

fault long term. 

SQL Server runs on Windows and the  

health of the server itself is also vital. 

With this Sentry-go Quick Monitor, 

this can be monitored too – from disk 

space to performance, Event Logs and 

even SQL Server’s own log file, 

monitoring couldn’t be easier ,365 

days a year  

When errors are detected, the 

monitor can respond automatically, 

or you can be notified immediately 

using a number of alerting methods 

such as e-mail, SMS or network 

message. Real-time information is 

available through desktop tools or 

from your web browser using the 

built-in web server. Add the 

Enterprise Option to keep track of all 

your Sentry-go monitors from single 

reports.  

 



Local or remote management, and much more … 

Whether you’re logged on to the SQL Server direct, or accessing it across the network, configuring & 

managing Sentry-go Quick Monitors couldn’t be easier. Settings can be configured and synchronised 

between monitors to ensure consistency throughout your enterprise. 

 

  

  
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quick & easy to use  

With the Quick Monitor’s client tools, controlling, 
configuring and accessing the monitor is easy & 
intuitive, either locally or remotely from your desktop. 
 
Alerts allow you to be notified of any detected issues 
quickly and in a way convenient to you, while the 
built-in web server gives you direct access to the 
monitoring engine from your web browser. 
 
Download a 32-day free evaluation now at 
http://www.sentry-go.com/evaluations.aspx! 
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